Editorial
Over the last three months a number of activities have occurred that indicate a shift has occurred in the
way things are done. The relocation of the shipping containers (thanks to Tom Flood) has given us more
work space, an engineering works committee has been established under Anthony, a new computer that
works is now in place in the office, a works program is being developed and communicated to members, a
new forklift has arrived (thanks to Steve Adis) to replace the ancient and troublesome one we had, and the
measurement and recording of plate thickness (or thinness depending on the plate/strake) nears
completion. The scrap metal pile has also been removed. At a more social level the lunchtime cook roster
is working well resulting in an interesting variety of food ranging from pork pies, healthy salad
sandwiches, soups and of course cup cakes. Our worksite has also attracted the interest of outside groups
such as the Eastern Suburbs Photographic Society when twenty of their members spent a day
photographing the ship and its crew at work. Behind the scenes Peta has developed a new short
promotional brochure on the Wattle and Rob Newland has been doing further work on uncovering
information from National Archives Australia about the ship during her time with the RAN. Some of this
archival work is feeding directly into the engineering program. It seems as though the winter months have
not slowed us down.

From the Bridge
This last month has seen a few changes in the management set up of Bay
Steamers.
Neil Fraser has resigned from the board and Howard Mumford co-opted to
replace him. John Kovac, although still a director, has decided to step down
as Project Manager. It was proving too difficult to fulfil that role whilst also
recuperating from his unfortunate accident. Zimmer frames don’t work on
ladders and tend to make driving difficult. Anthony Mansfield volunteered to
take on the job as Project Manger assisted by Howard Mumford and this was
accepted by the Board. Anthony of course will also be a co-opted member of
the board.
Those members who are regular volunteers will already have noticed a change in procedure with Anthony
e-mailing the proposed Saturday work schedule out on Thursday. We are currently working towards a
Waterside Engineering start in approximately the middle of August. Anthony has the full support and
backing of the board and we urge all the members of BSMM to get behind him and help push the job
along.
Another major change is the appointment of Jeff Malley as the Safety Officer. Whilst Jeff is moving
around the site, making a photographic record of the refurbishment, he is in an ideal position to see any
rule breakers. So be warned it is now a requirement that personal protection gear be worn at all times
whilst working on site, Hard hats, Gloves and Hearing protectors are available on site. Please provide
your own suitable footwear.
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Docklands Developments.
On the 25th May an article in the Melbourne “Age” reported on the changed scope of the Docklands
Development by Lend Lease. They actually used the words that they would like to see a maritime themed
area in Docklands including a museum. At present we are compiling a presentation package for Geoff
Harris (Sorrento Steam) which he will present to Lend Lease and the Victorian Renewal Authority (ex Vic
Urban). This will include both the “Wattle,” a Maritime Museum and a proposal for the utilisation of the
old Harbour Control Tower. The Control Tower is a heritage listed building and therefore cannot be
demolished. Joining us in the proposals will be The Maritime Heritage Association of Victoria and the
Maritime Museum of Victoria. This will be a historic occasion as it will be the first time that all of these
organisations have presented a united front. The Melbourne Branch of the Australian Company of Master
Mariners are also looking for a site for a seafarers memorial and it has been suggested that a maritime
museum site would be an ideal location; so they are prepared to also back our presentation. Looks like
exciting times ahead and details of our proposal will be made available to all members when they are
finalised.

Some associated thoughts
The current refurbishment of the steam tug “Wattle” is planned for completion by the 23rd June 2013.
This will coincide with the 80th Anniversary of her launching.
Once returned to survey we will require a safe area to berth the vessel. This will need to be handy to an
area where passengers and visitors to the vessel can safely embark/disembark. It should have an
undercover area for waiting passengers to protect them from the weather. It would be good to have some
display space in this area for artefacts and documents relating to her history and possibly the maritime
history of Victoria as a whole. As a display centre it could include a small café for visitors who do not
want to make a voyage on the vessel. At present there is no Maritime Museum in Melbourne so this could
form the nucleus of just such an organisation.
In the past school visits have been a large part of the
Wattles programme . To augment this a maritime
education/ display centre could be made out of the
heritage listed former harbour
control tower. Transport to and from the control
tower from the expected Wattle area could be by one
of the replica cable tram cars pictured.
At the completion of the current refurbishment the
equipment currently located at the existing shipyard
area at South Wharf could be condensed down into 2 x 40 foot shipping containers. An out of sight
storage area for these would facilitate running maintenance and the occasional repair should it be
required.
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Restoration Report
Anthony Mansfield Project Manager
0416163446
armansfield@gmail.com
For those who have not heard that as a result of health issues John
Kovac feels he is unable to continue the project manager role and has
resigned. He will however remain as a director and we expect to see
him around the site regularly. Consequently I have been nominated
to fill that role. I would like to thank John on behalf of everyone at
the Wattle for all the work he has put into the project.
As the project manager I have assembled an overall list of the work
required to get Wattle back into survey and am currently shoehorning it into a schedule. As part of this
effort, I will be issuing a work list for each Saturday on the preceding Thursday to everyone who has a
valid email address. I will also post a copy up on site on Saturday morning. If you have an email address
but have not received the work list for the last couple of weeks please let me know.
A major change to the way we do the work will be the use of a subcontractor to finish the frame
fabrication and replace the plating, starting at the fwd end. The use of a subcontractor will add cost to
the project but will also provide a major boost to the schedule.
While the subcontractors are onsite we will require a Wattle representative to be present. The role will be
supervisory only and for seven to ten days continuous per month. We have had a member volunteer but I
would like to spread the load a little more than just one person. If you are able and willing to supervise
for anything from one day to ten, please call me.
The next major block of work will be the frame and shell replacement under the boiler. John Rogers and
Peter Batey have been working extremely hard to remove the boiler connections so that we can lift the
boiler 400mm to give the subcontractor enough space to do the work. We will also do a full boiler survey
during this period.
There are a few site changes which have happened too. The new container is now by the front gate and
we will use this for storage of refurbished items. Before we do this we will need to install some shelving
so that we can make the most of the space. Next to this container there is a bay for the new(er) forklift.
This bay and the BBQ area both need roofs of some kind which we will try to organise in the next couple
of weeks. I think that both the shelving and the roofs can be fabricated from the various spare racking
and steel we have on site.
A convenience change is the new padlocks on the containers – a key with a red tag will unlock the red
padlocks, a key with a green tag will unlock the green padlocks. Spare keys are kept in the site office.
As always we can use all volunteers who can make it on a Saturday. There are jobs from boiler making
and welding, carpentry, electrical, mechanical and painting through to admin, technical drafting, writing
media releases or simply manning the BBQ. I hope to see you soon.
Archives and stern tube clearances
In consideration of the work to be done on the main shaft Howard Mumford asked Rob Newland whether
he had any information about the Stern Tube bearing clearance.
In reviewing the National Australian Archives he discovered that on the13th May 1957 it was requested
that a Job number be issued for the aft stern tube bearing to be re-wooded after the bearing clearance of
0.102” with the maximum allowable of 0.103“ was found during docking at the Captain Cook Dock. The
cost of labour was £195 and the materials £8 1/8s. this was approved on 5th June 1957. At the docking on
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11th July 1957 the aft stern tube bearing was re-wooded and the liner was found to be in good condition.
There is no other mention of replacement of the aft stern tube bearing in earlier or later documents but
there are many reports that contain surveyed measurements of wear that had been taken at the yearly
docking. The dimensions set out below do not vary much over the docking reports. The docking report of
19th April 1968 the following clearances were given as:
Diameter of Journal

Designed Clearance

Max Allowed
Clearance

Material of bush lining

7 5/8”

0.020”

0.040”

White Metal

7 9/16”

0.040”

0.109”

Lignum Vitae

Forward end of
stern tube
After end of stern
tube

Rob could not find later references to stern tube bush clearance measurements as they were probably not
taken after 1968. So far he not been able to find any drawings relating to this subject at this time.
He has suggested that it should be investigated as to whether any records were kept by VSA, BSMM or
Marine Safety Victoria on this subject from the last docking that took place in Melbourne. Wattle was
slipped and the work done by the employees at Rippleside Slipway, Geelong, on 28th July 1990.
References:
National Archives of Australia
Series
SP1480/1; Item Box 9/Wattle
Title
Tug Wattle – docking report [Garden Island] [Box 9]
Barcode
5019161
Documents
Captain Cook Dock Wattle –Supplementary Defects List 13th May 1957
Expenses Approval Job No.422/101 5th June 1957
Report of Examination and Repairs of Propellers, Shafting and Underwater Fittings,
Dated 11th July 1957 and 19th April1968
If you have any queries Rob is happy to try and answer them. Send inquiries to Rob Newland
robjnewland@yahoo.com.au Ph.5985 3817 or Mob 0417 519 049

Someone from the Wattle?
Two marine engineers were standing at the base of a flagpole, looking up.
A blonde walks by and asks them what they are doing.
One replies, 'We're supposed to be finding the height of this flagpole, but we don't have a ladder.'
On hearing this the blonde takes out an adjustable spanner from her handbag, loosens a few bolts and
lays the flagpole down on the ground. She then gets a tape measure out of her pocket, runs it along the
flagpole, and announces that it is 18 feet 6 inches or 5.638 metres.
Then, she walks off.
One engineer turns to the other and exclaims, 'Isn't that just like a blonde! We need the height and she
gives us the length !!'
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Above and below decks
The Eastern Suburbs Photographic Society at the Wattle
On the 18th of June 21 members of the Eastern Suburbs Photographic Society visited our worksite armed
with cameras, tripods and questions. Befitting a visit to apart of maritime history Andreas arrived in his
vintage Morris Minor dressed in appropriate Edwardian ship owners outfit complete with bowler hat and
gold watch chain. After doing the rounds of the yard, taking many photos and asking many questions
about steam propulsion and ship restoration, ESPS members then joined our crew for lunch. Later they
proceeded to the Port Authority Education Centre where Peta Knott gave a talk on photographing marine
artefacts for museum purposes. A small selection of their photos is presented below. Roger Vass, the
President of the ESPS later commented that the trip to the Wattle was probably one of the best excursions
the club has had. We enjoyed having them.
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Photos from L to R
1. Ros Osborne Blind Victor and his bright work. 2. Ros Osborne Andreas the ship owner
3.Des Lowe ESPS at the Wattle 4. Des Lowe Steam Engine
5.Jeff Malley Photographing marine artefacts
6. Roger Vass ST Wattle 7. Astrid Weise The propeller 8. Des Lowe Engine room photography
9. Jenny Vass Removing a steam pipe
10. Ivan Tnay Smoke and air 11. Kerri Valkova Andreas the engineer
12. Jenny Vass This is a steam engine
Note: While attributions to photographers are correct I have taken the liberty to give each photo a title just for this
newsletter. Copyright belongs to each photographer.
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Maritime Museums and Ship Preservation
Turso
Tony Stewart, from Sorrento Steam, is
currently touring Europe and sent us this photo
of him standing alongside the restored
tug/icebreaker Turso moored at Helsinki South
Harbour. Turso was completed in 1944, then

lost to the Soviet Union as part of war
reparations in 1945. The vessel returned to
Finland in 2004, when restoration work
commenced. Like the Wattle a volunteer
association was formed to restore the Turso
and bring her back to life. The website for
the Turso is: http://www.turso.fi . Don’t
forget to click on the English translation
bar.

Technical specifications for Turso are below.
Type of vessel:
Constructor:
Construction year:

Harbour tug and icebreaker
Wärtsilä / Hietalahti Shipyard
1944

Lenght:
Width:
Depth:
Engine:
Power:
Crusing speed:
Fuel:

35,98m
8,80m
3,60m
Steam / triple-expansion engine
70 ihv
14 knots
Coal

Main Engine
- triple-expansion steam engine 750 IHV
- Cylinder Dimensions 340 x 545 x 900 / 600 mm
- RPM max. 134 rpm
- Brown reversing machine
- Manufactured by Wärtsilä Corporation

Steam Boilers
- Two pieces of Scotch marine boilers
- Fire surface 118 m2 / boiler
- Water Capacity 15.9 m3 / boiler
- Operating pressure 15 bar, test pressure 22.5 bar
- Power of 3.586 MW, effective value figure 53.8 / boiler
- Manufactured by Wärtsilä Corporation

Electrical System
- One cylinder steam aggregation
- Voltage 110 VDC
- Emergency system and navigational equipment and battery 24 VDC
- 380/400 VAC ground supply input
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Membership
Neil Fraser

The sad, bad news is that Neil Fraser is ceasing to involve himself so actively in
the Wattle and we will not see his face so often on Saturdays here at South Wharf.
After army service in WW II Neil spent his whole working life in transport and
removalist work. As a result he can shift, lift, pack or stow just about anything with
professional skill, and that skill has been used to great advantage in our moves and
reorganizations. He also took on the role of Storeman, but has encountered strong
headwinds in his efforts to introduce some order and tidiness into our workshops
containers. We must ensure that the efforts and progress he has made are not lost.
His trusty truck that has been so useful to us and the devoted attention of Max and
Patsy during our lunch breaks, are something that will
never be forgotten. Like many of us Neil is, in the words of the Prayer Book “well
stricken in years” but there is plenty of life in the old boy yet.
He has stepped down from the Board but remains an Honorary Life Member so
will not really have any excuse not to show up occasionally. Thanks Neil for all
the good work, good fellowship and may we soon see more of you, Max and
Patsy.

John Kovac

For most of us there is a point when the mind and body association gets out of
synch. That is when the mind keeps telling you that you are a 40 year old at
your peak but the body begins to drop you into bins, lose balance and fall
down ladders. When the body messages become persistent most people make
some major adjustments to their life. After a glorious and active engineering
career John has reached that point of review and adjustment. As he shifts his
role in the restoration of the Wattle to that of learned uncle it is appropriate
to briefly review his contributions to engineering and to the Wattle.
In 1954 he commenced his apprenticeship with C Ebeling & Sons ship
repairers and general engineers at Yarraville, here in Victoria. From 1960 he embarked on the career of
a marine engineer working on ships such as the Binburra; Princess of Tasmania; Eastern Moon; Eastern
Trader; Rip; steam dredge Pioneer and motor dredge Mathew Flinders, rising to the rank of Chief
Engineer along the way. In 1970 he used his knowledge of steam to move into installing water tube
boilers into chemical plants, breweries and hospitals. Later for much of the 1980s he became the Chief
Engineer at the Austin Hospital in charge of all mechanical &electrical services including the installation
of the first gas turbine cogeneration plant in a Victorian hospital. It was during this time that John
became first involved with the Wattle, when the vessel first arrived and started to operate. In this 1980s
period he also taught evening classes at RMIT for steam engine drivers & open boiler attendants and
became Honorary boiler inspector for Box Hill miniature steam railway.
During the 1990s John’s interest shifted to the Timor Sea working on the Jabiru and Challis ventures. In
2001 he retired to Merimbula then shifted back to Melbourne in 2004. Some say this shift occurred just so
he could return to the Wattle and eventually become the project manager for its restoration. Having
managed the move of the Wattle to its present location, the oversight of the deconstruction of the forward
compartment and the later reconstruction of frames (and the installation of whirligigs on the carpentry
container) his wife will now be glad to partially have him back. We wonder if he has told her about the
odd special project and his support role to Anthony and Howard? Thanks John.
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Mystery History
Wattle’s Propeller
Rob Newland

How can you fit a new propeller onto a ship before it (the prop) was manufactured?
Whilst researching the Stern Tube Clearances in the NAA documentation I came across a reference to the
propeller. A Report of Examination and Repairs of Propellers, Shafting and Underwater Fittings
(24.4.1968) mentioned that a propeller was fitted in January 1953. This was of interest as there were
questions as to whether the existing prop on the Wattle was the original one fitted during building in 1932.
In a process of elimination, I visited “Wattle”. With metal scrapper and wire brush in hand I attacked the
propeller and located the manufacturers mark (photo above). Luckily the propeller was very accessible
having been removed from the shaft and hanging by chain block. The manufacturers mark was located on
the top of the central bush as G.I. 2.2.1953. G.I. referred to Garden Island.
So what is going on here? A report states the propeller was fitted in January but the makers mark
indicates that it was made or fitted in February.
Returning to the National Archive of Australia file a docking report of Jan 1953 indicated that the
“Wattle” had been docked for 53 days on the Garden Island Floating Dock 1002 from
19th January 1953 to 12th March 1953. No reason for the renewal of the propeller was given. However, on
a docking of 20/07/1950 it was reported that damaged propeller blades had been dressed at the edges.
In a report of 11th July 1957 after the propeller was replaced it was reported that it was in good shape
except for 2 small pieces approximately 1"x 1/2" & 1/2"x 1/2" missing from leading edge of one blade.
This has raised more questions as all queries do when you undertake (hysterical) historical research. Was
the prop cast at Garden Island as a replacement for the Wattle or is there another story?
Reference:- National Archive of Australia NAA: SP1480/1 Box 9, Wattle
Report of Examination and Repairs of Propellers, Shafting and Underwater Fittings dated 24.4.1968 ,
20/07/1950 &11th July 1957. Docking report dated 19th January 1953.
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From The Past
Part One
By Rob Newland (retired Boatswain ST Wattle 1987-2002)
In December of 2010, I contacted Jeff Malley regarding a request for information printed in Steamlines
about the early history of the Wattle. When Jeff and Carolyn Theodore visited me Carolyn opened up my
Australian Archive document folder that I had collected in 1996 and called excitedly to Jeff, “Come and
have a look at this, Rob has the starting point to what we are after”. Carolyn and Jeff were pleasantly
surprised that I had been researching the Wattle since 1994 and that it contributed to a talk that I
presented at a 1997members meeting at the Polly Woodside. Jeff and Carolyn were pleased that some one
had done the hard work of locating and classifying key source documents on the early history of the
Wattle and made contact with National Archives Australia.
The objective for my research was to firstly prove incorrect some of the stories floating around the old
tug, told by crew members, whilst having a drink on the aft deck after a Portarlington cruise. The major
one was of the top speed of the tug being 10.5 knots during her trials. This was proved to be incorrect
when I received a document from the Australian Archives in Melbourne of the sea trials held by the RAN
on the 15th Feb 1934 where it was found that she obtained 9.674 knots at 134 R.P.M. The stopping trial
full ahead to full astern took 150 ft in 25 seconds. Shudder! The Circle trial gave a result of Diameter of
circle 350 ft. – 400 ft. They found the steering was considered to be too heavy, and the gear should be
modified.(ref MP124/6 612/227/1062).
It must be noted on 12th September 1942 the coxswains complained that the hand steering gear imposed a
heavy strain on them, making the tug so difficult to manoeuvre that they were apprehensive of accidents as
they worked day and night in two shifts. It took 18 turns of the wheel to put the rudder hard over and the
wheel if let go would fly back to amidships. Approval for the installation of the steam steering engine was
given on 24th September 1942 at the estimated cost of approximately £160. (ref MP 138, 603/235/372).
Therefore the coxswains worked very hard for their dollar between 1934 and 1946. As I had many a
steering watch on the voyage to Portarlington of a Saturday and port cruises of a Sunday, I recall that it
still took 18 turns of the wheel to achieve hard over but thankfully without the knuckle breaking kick back
from the wheel.
The copies of the Australian Archives files that I have cover Docking/ Slipping reports for the period
30th August 1933 to 4th July 1946. Interestingly these files had not been opened before so I had to do a
police check for clearance to view them and obtain copies. I have also obtained permission to print them
in our VSA / BSMM newsletter.
Recently I was able to obtain a copy of National Archives of Australia files held at Canberra and Sydney
which cover Docking/ Slipping reports for the period of 24th November 1959 to 22nd 1963 and 30th
December 1949 to 29th October 1969. Both these files had not been previously opened.
Until next time Rob Newland robjnewland@yahoo.com.au 5985 3817 or 0417519049
References: - Australian Archives Victoria. (now National Archives of Australia)
Accession No. MP.124/6 Department of Defence. Navy Office
Defence (Navy) Series. 1923- 1938 File No. 612/227/1062
Accession No. MP 138 Department of Defence. Navy Office
Defence (Navy) Series. 1939- 1950 File No. 603/235/372
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Events
MARITIME HERITAGE ASSOCIATION OF VICTORIA
Evening talk 6:30pm 23rd August 2011
Local maritime enthusiasts solve 76 years mystery of TSS Coramba shipwreck
Port Education Centre, 343-383 Lorimer St, Port Melbourne

(If you want to see a steamer in worse shape than Wattle, come along to this shipwreck talk!)
Maritime enthusiasts have been searching for the 1934 TSS Coramba shipwreck for decades. In late May
2011, a team of divers from Southern Ocean Exploration located the final resting place of this
depression-era shipwreck.
TSS Coramba was a 531 ton twin screw steamer owned by the Belfast and Koriot Steamship company
and used for cargo transport between Port Fairy and Melbourne. On a return trip from Warrnambool on
29th November 1934, Coramba disappeared in a fierce gale.
After decades of research and eight years of underwater searching, finally one of the state's most
enduring shipwreck mysteries has been solved by Southern Ocean Exploration. They found the Coramba
lying on its port side 66 metres beneath the surface off Phillip Island
In MHAV's first in a series of evening talks, Martin Tozer, from SOE, will tell us about the TSS Coramba,
the tragedy of it's sinking to depression-era Melbourne and the revelation of the recent shipwreck
discovery.
$5 for MHAV members, $10 non-members (or join MHAV and come to the talk for $20). Hot snacks and
beverages included.
RSVP ESSENTIAL to secretary@mhav.net or ring 0418 316 597.
Pay by cheque to PO Box 3080, Syndal Vic 3249 (preferred), or cash on the night.

Links
Some of our members may not know that Bay Steamers Maritime Museum Ltd is also affiliated with the
Maritime Heritage Association of Victoria and the Maritime Museum of Victoria. Recent events mean that
the three organisations will have closer working relations than in the past.

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Bay Steamers Maritime Museum Ltd. may be contacted at P.O. Box 98, Albert Park, Victoria, 3206 or through the
Chairman Captn Dick Francis on 03 9873 2009 (email wendick116@bigpond.com ) or Secretary Jeff Malley on 03 9876
2213 ( email jeffmalley@bigblue.net.au).
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